ALVA Attractions Recovery
Tracker (Scotland)
Wave 5
Fieldwork: 26 Aug – 2 Sep 2020

The current challenge for Scotland’s attractions

Understanding how TRUST and CONFIDENCE is building
among the attractions-visiting public
Helping us to understand how our prospective audiences are feeling and
plan accordingly
As attractions have re-opened, there are three key questions being
commonly posed:
Who are the audiences yet to return?

What are the issues and concerns that are preventing this return?
What are the prospects for increasing visitor capacity within attractions?
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How have we been generating insights to meet this challenge?
Periodic waves of online research among representative samples of the attractions-visiting public:
“UK adults who visited at least one attraction in the UK in 2019”
Wave 1: 20-24 April

668
survey
responses

Wave 2: 13-18 May

Wave 3: 9-12 June

Wave 4: 8-11 July

919
survey
responses

1,065
survey
responses

716
survey
responses

307
survey
responses

England indoor attns /
hospitality open (4 Jul)

End of school holidays /
Eat Out to Help Out

Initial lockdown easing England
(13 May)

England gardens open (1 Jun),
zoos / shops (15 Jun)

Scot.
(302)

Wave 5: 26 Aug-2 Sep
(SCOTLAND)

London/
up to
1hr Lon
(413)
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By way of context, at the time that the BVA-BDRC tracker was discontinued in midAugust, fears were steadily growing around a second wave of Covid-19 in the UK

Timing of ALVA Attractions Recovery Tracker waves
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Public sentiment tracking from YouGov in the UK also indicates only a slow building of
confidence in visiting crowded places and touching objects in public

17-20 July (Ipsos)
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30% of the market have now visited an attraction since re-opening. Although appetite for a quick
return has grown in some quarters since June, there has also been some hardening of views
around not wanting to return ‘for a long time’
Wave 5: HOW SOON do you think it will be before you visit
each of these types of attraction after they re-open (%)
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Country parks & nature reserves

23

Gardens

18

Farm attractions

6

Zoos & safari parks

5

Castles & historic monuments

Historic houses, stately homes, palaces

3

17
16

+8

+5

17

+11

+5

+11

+3

+7

+9

+7

+6

35

+4

+2

36

+1

+3

+2

+4

30

36

19
18

16

41

23

3

Unlikely for
long time

38

23

7

Already / as
soon opp.

36

27

Museums / art galleries

Theme parks

25

35

45

31

44
43
30

54

Already visited

As soon as the opportunity arises

Will wait and see what happens for short while

Unlikely to want to visit for a long time

Q: Thinking about how you feel at the moment, how soon do you think it will be before you visit each of these types of attraction after they re-open?
Bases: All who tend to visit this type of attraction – Wave 5

% change vs. WAVE 3 (June)
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Scotland’s market is behind the curve compared with those living near to London, not just in
visits so far but also in terms of the proportion of the market unlikely to visit for a ‘long time’
Wave 5: HOW SOON do you think it will be before you visit
each of these types of attraction after they re-open (%)
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Those living in Scotland
Country parks & nature reserves

23

Gardens

25

18
5

23

Castles & historic monuments

7

19

Farm attractions

6

Historic houses, stately homes,
palaces

3

Theme parks

Museums / art galleries

41
43

8

30

7

54
44

3
6

35

Already visited

As soon as the opportunity arises

Will wait and see what happens for short while

Unlikely to want to visit for a long time

3

34

29

10

31

36

23

23

35

45

30

34

17

36

17

18

16

38

23

16
3

36

27

Zoos & safari parks

Non-Londoners living <1hr travel to Central London

36

27

44

23

46

26

22

Q: Thinking about how you feel at the moment, how soon do you think it will be before you visit each of these types of attraction after they re-open?
Bases: All who tend to visit this type of attraction – Wave 5

13

43

26

21

10

46
39
49

% difference in
already/as
soon as opp.

-9
-7

21

-9

22

-8

23

-1

25

-9
-11

35
27

-4
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Those aged under 35 years, the very frequent attraction visitors and to a lesser extent,
those with children, have been far more likely to already have made a return
% who claim to ALREADY HAVE visited at least one attraction type after re-opening
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Age (%)

Attraction visiting frequency in 2019 (%)

TOTAL MARKET

Under 35 yrs

51

35-54 yrs
55 yrs or over

TOTAL MARKET

30

26

11 or more times
8-10 times
5-7 times
3-4 times
1-2 times

18

Members

30
60
31
29
25
14

52

38% among those
with children

28% among those
without children

Q: Thinking about how you feel at the moment, how soon do you think it will be before you visit each of these types of attraction after they re-open?
Bases: All respondents living in Scotland, Wave 5 (307)
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There is a ‘stubbornly cautious’ half of the market who are much more reticent about
returning – this compares with only one third of the market in and around London.
Attractions Recovery Tracker

% who WILL WAIT AND SEE or UNLIKELY TO WANT TO VISIT FOR A LONG TIME for all attraction types
Age (%)

Attraction visiting frequency in 2019 (%)

TOTAL MARKET

Under 35 yrs
35-54 yrs
55 yrs or over

TOTAL MARKET

46

11 or more times
8-10 times
5-7 times
3-4 times
1-2 times

33
48
53

Members

46
23
42
40
51
62
27

40% among those
with children
48% among those
without children

Q: Thinking about how you feel at the moment, how soon do you think it will be before you visit each of these types of attraction after they re-open?
Bases: All respondents living in Scotland, Wave 5 (307)
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Being in close proximity to others remains the major visit barrier for the ‘stubbornly cautious’,
although this now tends to manifest itself less as a pre-occupation with social distancing. A more
general fear of ‘crowded’ (especially indoor) places is perhaps the best current interpretation
Attractions Recovery Tracker

How currently feeling about visiting attractions when they re-open: spontaneous mentions (%)
ANY MENTION OF DISTANCING
Need for social distancing / 2m rule

6

7
10

Crowds / too many people
Reduce capacity / online booking only

3

6

Mention need for face masks or coverings

4
0

7

5

Wave 3 (9-11 June)

1

Wave 5 (26 Aug-2 Sep)
7

Mention of safety measures / procedures in place

5

Mention of outside only / being OK

1

11

5

Mention of cleanliness / hand sanitiser

Mention of it not beeing as good an experience

18

10

Specific concerns over fellow visitors distancing

Mention of not wanting face masks or coverings

24

17

10

10

5

Q: Please tell us in your own words how you currently feel about visiting attractions once they re-open to the public. What are your hopes? What are your worries or anxieties?
Base: All respondents living in Scotland (Wave 3 - 302, Wave 5 – 307)
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This fear of crowds is even stronger in Scotland than it is among those living in / near to
London, with reticence around indoor attractions also higher
Attractions Recovery Tracker

How currently feeling about visiting attractions when they re-open: spontaneous mentions (%)
16

ANY MENTION OF DISTANCING
Need for social distancing / 2m rule

10

5

Specific concerns over fellow visitors distancing

8
3
4

Mention need for face masks or coverings

4
1

6
5

Wave 5 (In / near London)

5

Wave 5 (Scotland)
9

Mention of safety measures / procedures in place

7

Mention of outside only / being OK

Mention of it not beeing as good an experience

11

5

Mention of cleanliness / hand sanitiser

Mention of not wanting face masks or coverings

11

7

Crowds / too many people
Reduce capacity / online booking only

17

10

10

5
5

Q: Please tell us in your own words how you currently feel about visiting attractions once they re-open to the public. What are your hopes? What are your worries or anxieties?
Base: All respondents in Wave 5 (Scotland-307, London/1hr travel to Central London-413)
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Avoiding anywhere perceived as ‘crowded’ is the priority – a particular barrier to visiting
Glasgow or Edinburgh
17% of market spontaneously mention crowds as a
barrier which makes Glasgow / Edinburgh different

Attractions Recovery Tracker

18% of market mention fear of crowds or
concern over behaviour of others
I would visit places as long as
they weren't too crowded, i
would still maintain a safe
distance.

I am reluctant to visit cities as they are
more crowded and it would be difficult
to socially distance much of the time
Nervous in case of large
crowds of covidiots

These places tend to have more foreign tourists,
particularly of the Asian community , who in my
experience are not as conscious about these
restrictions. I would not feel fully comfortable
going back compared to other places

I don't think the problem is as widespread here in Scotland as in
England and not as much overcrowding but I would still be wary
of very crowded places attractions
I still don't feel very comfortable going to attractions.
Not so much because of what measures the
attractions have in place but the actions of others that
are visiting the attraction.

I will be happy to visit
attractions if they are not
overcrowded. I am more likely
to visit outdoor attractions like
zoos and country parks

Nervous and apprehensive.
Not about the attraction itself
and the staff who run it, but
in respect of other members
of the public.

I am happy to visit attractions in Glasgow and
Edinburgh but would avoid peak times when
crowds are more likely to gather, I would be the
same visiting anywhere. I would keep an eye on
covid hotspot areas before deciding to go

Wouldn't feel as safe as using local
attractions due to the higher volume of
visitors they attract. If visiting Edinburgh
I would normally use public transport
which I would not currently use

Don't tend to go to this cities at all but would be more reluctant
to go due to the amount of people living/working in the area
compared to the rural area I live in.

Q: Please tell us in your own words how you currently feel about visiting attractions after they have re-opened to the public. Please give as much detail as possible.
Q: Please tell us in your own words how you currently feel specifically about visiting attractions in Central London after they have re-opened to the public. How is this different to how you feel about visiting attractions generally.

Base: All respondents living in Scotland, Wave 5 (307)
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Therefore, the measures in place to limit ‘crowds’ at attractions and reassure on
distancing are still critical if we want to maintain and further build market confidence
Attractions Recovery Tracker

10% of market now spontaneously mention
needing to know procedures are in place

I am still quite wary of visiting places with a lot
of different people from different parts of the
country. If the attractions are well managed
with clear guidance on how to move around
safely while socially distancing from others
and with relevant hand wash facilities I would
be willing to attend.

I am quite happy to visit
attractions again, especially as
they are all taking precautions
against Covid infections.

I'm happy to visit attractions that are either
local or can drive to, happy to support and
enjoy but would be hoping to see safety
measures in place where possible.

I am quite happy to visit as long as
they can demonstrate that they are
adhering to new guidelines.

I feel confident to visit attractions. I think as long as
visitors and the attraction themselves are taking all
precautions, then it is no more risky than going to
the supermarket or traveling to work

Q: Please tell us in your own words how you currently feel about visiting attractions after they have re-opened to the public. Please give as much detail as possible.

Base: All respondents living in Scotland, Wave 5 (307)
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As other areas of the visitor economy have opened up – restaurants and toilets – anxiety
around using these facilities has begun to decline. However, anxiety around using interactives
and attending indoor events / tours has significantly hardened since June
Attractions Recovery Tracker

Wave 5: Will feel more anxious or uncomfortable about using than usual at attractions (%)
ANY INDOORS

% change W5
vs. W3 (June)
85

-3

Interactive exhibits visitors touch

63

+10

Indoor events e.g. talks, shows

63

+14

Toilets

55

Guided tours – indoors

53

Cafes / restaurants – indoor seating

52

Audioguides / headphone tours

46

Playgrounds – indoors

43

Shops

33

ANY OUTDOORS
25

Cafes / restaurants – outdoor seating

19

Outdoor kiosks selling food / drink
Playgrounds – outdoors
Guided tours - outdoors
NONE

17

14
13
12

Q: At visitor attractions which of these, if any, would / do you feel more anxious or uncomfortable about using than usual after they have re-opened?
Bases: All respondents living in Scotland, Wave 5 (307)

+11
-6
+11
+7

44

Outdoor events e.g. concerts, cinema

-13

+3
-5
-1
-3
+1
+2
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Residents of Scotland also remain significantly more anxious about using an attraction’s
facilities, particularly those indoors, than residents of London and the surrounding area
Attractions Recovery Tracker

Wave 5: Will feel more anxious or uncomfortable about using than usual at attractions (%)
ANY INDOORS

% difference vs.
London & area)
85

+4

Interactive exhibits visitors touch

63

+6

Indoor events e.g. talks, shows

63

+11

Toilets

55

Guided tours – indoors

53

Cafes / restaurants – indoor seating

52

Audioguides / headphone tours

46

Playgrounds – indoors

43

Shops

33

ANY OUTDOORS
25

Cafes / restaurants – outdoor seating

19

Outdoor kiosks selling food / drink
Playgrounds – outdoors
Guided tours - outdoors
NONE

17

14
13
12

Q: At visitor attractions which of these, if any, would / do you feel more anxious or uncomfortable about using than usual after they have re-opened?
Bases: All respondents living in Scotland, Wave 5 (307)

+10
+8
+11
+7
+2

44

Outdoor events e.g. concerts, cinema

+3

+2
+6
+2
+2
-1
+1
-3
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We can see that indoor cafes and toilets, although still in the high anxiety area, are a
lower source of concern now than in previous months
Wave 5: Level of anxiety among those who would ordinarily use
Attractions Recovery Tracker

Low anxiety, High use
PRIORITY OPENING

High anxiety, High use
PRIORITY MEASURES

Cafes / restaurants – indoor seating
Shops
Toilets

80

% who would ordinarily use

Cafes / restaurants – outdoor seating

Outdoor kiosks selling food / drink

60

Interactive exhibits visitors touch

Indoor events e.g. talks, shows

Outdoor events e.g. concerts, cinema

Guided tours – indoors

40
Audioguides / headphone tours

Guided tours - outdoors
Playgrounds – outdoors

20
10

Low anxiety, Low use
OTHER OPENING

30

Playgrounds – indoors

50

70

High anxiety, Low use
OTHER MEASURES

% of users who would feel more anxious / uncomfortable about using
Q: At visitor attractions which of these, if any, would / do you feel more anxious or uncomfortable about using than usual after they have re-opened?
Bases: All respondents living in Scotland, Wave 5 (307)
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Awareness of ‘We’re Good to Go’ is similar among Scotland’s residents as among residents of London and
the surrounding area
Attractions Recovery Tracker

Awareness of the ‘We’re Good to Go’ mark – 26 Aug to 2 Sep (%)

Scotland

London & area

5% seen at an attraction
10% seen on website / promo. material of attn.

25%

12% seen in the news or elsewhere

23%

77%

75%

Yes, seen this mark

No, not seen this mark

Q: “We’re Good To Go” is the official UK mark to signal that a tourism and hospitality business has worked hard to follow Government and industry COVID-19 guidelines and has a process in place to maintain
cleanliness and aid social distancing. Have you seen this official UK mark anywhere?

Bases: All respondents living in Scotland, Wave 5 (307)
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The ongoing important role of ‘We’re Good to Go’ is clear. With a high proportion of the market remaining
cautious, there is strong evidence that the mark is having a major positive impact upon visit confidence
Impact of the ‘We’re Good to Go’ mark – 26 Aug to 2 Sep (%)

Attractions Recovery Tracker

London & area

Scotland

I would not visit an attraction unless I knew
they had this mark

12%

9%
This mark would give me a lot more
confidence to visit an attraction

27%
30%

34%

34%
26%

This mark would give me a little more
confidence to visit an attraction
This mark would make no difference as to
whether or not I visited an attraction

28%

Q: If an attraction had this official UK mark, what impact would it have on your attraction-visiting behaviour?

Bases: All respondents living in Scotland, Wave 5 (307)
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It should be recognised that there is now some concern over lack of spontaneity and a ‘poorer’
experience with Covid measures in place, but this is far outweighed by the confidence building
benefits that they bring
Will the experience be as good as before?

Attractions Recovery Tracker

(5% spontaneous mentions at Wave 5)
Reluctant to go as it's a hassle booking tickets on line and having
limited things to see due to the social distancing measures in
place, the spontaneous decision to go is taken away

Very pleased. Everything is
safe but don't like having to
book in advance

I feel fine, my only worry is that the
experience will be diminished by all of
the rules that are in place.

I don't think they would be as enjoyable due to current restrictions on travel, social
distancing etc.

No hesitation but do miss being able to just go to a venue
and pay to get in instead of booking in advance

I think the experience will be muted, I
like
to feel free when wandering
around a museum, art gallery.

Like to go to museums and exhibitions,
but most are booking only. Prepared to
wait
until
demand
lessens
or
restrictions eased.

Q: Please tell us in your own words how you currently feel about visiting attractions after they have re-opened to the public. Please give as much detail as possible.

Base: All respondents living in Scotland Wave 5 (307)
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In Scotland, public attitudes towards the wearing of face coverings / masks is currently
positive, unlike in London where some pushback has been observed
Timing of ALVA Attractions Recovery Tracker waves

5% positive (Scotland)
Fine if social distances are
observed plus face masks

Happy to as long as mask
wearing and social distancing
is common place

Ok as everyone is wearing masks
and distancing is in place

5% negative (London)
If I have to go through all the social
distancing, booking a time, restricted
movement and wearing a mask, I
would rather not go.

I would feel safe visiting
attractions but i don't think i
would enjoy visiting them
having to wear masks and etc

I don’t mind visiting them but I
don’t want to go to any where U
have to wear a mask all the time
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Anxiety around using all forms of public transport to travel to attractions remains high in
Scotland, changing very little since June
Attractions Recovery Tracker

% ever use for attns

Wave 5: How will you feel about using each of these types of public
transport to travel to visitor attractions after they re-open? (%)

Underground / metro train

67%

Underground / metro train

17

31

52

% change vs. W3
(WOULD USE)

-

Public bus

82%

Public bus

22

34

44

-2

Overground train

83%

Overground train

25

42

34

+2

Taxi / minicab

25

41

34

-1

Taxi/minicab

71%

I would be comfortable using

I would be anxious but would probably use

Q: Before the Coronavirus outbreak, there may have been some visitor attractions that you travelled to by public transport.
How do you feel about using each of these types of public transport to travel to visitor attractions after they have re-opened?
Base: All who ever use each form of transport to travel to visitor attractions, Wave 5

I would be anxious and would not use
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Above all, the reputation of the sector and its attractions among the public is paramount if we are
to build confidence and future visits. Feedback from visitors so far has been largely excellent,
which bodes well for the vital word of mouth recommendation
Attractions Recovery Tracker

Wave 5: Rating of Coronavirus safety measures in place around the site among visitors (out of 10)
(N.B. beware very small sample base sizes)
TOTAL (n=174) 1

26

73

Museums / art galleries (n=9)

Zoos & safari parks (n=11)

100

9

91

Historic houses, stately homes, palaces
(n=8)

25

75

Castles & historic monuments (n=20)

26

74

Gardens (n=49) 2
Country parks & nature reserves (n=66)

Farm attractions (n=11)

24

72

32

66

36

64

1 to 4

5 to 7

8 to 10

Q: Thinking about your visit(s) to (ATTRACTION TYPE) in general since re-opening, on a scale of 1 to 10, where 10 is Excellent and 1 is Very Poor, how would you rate the Coronavirus safety measures in place around the site(s)?
Base: All respondents living in Scotland visiting each type of sire since re-opening
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Key take-outs for
Scotland’s attractions

Key take-outs / 1 (Wave 5: 26 Aug – 2 Sep)
30% of Scotland’s residents in the attractions-visiting market have now visited an attraction after reopening, with the younger and more frequent attraction-goers more confident. Although appetite for a quick
return has grown among some segments since June, there has also been some hardening of views
around not wanting to return ‘for a long time’
Against a backdrop of a growing fear of a second virus wave and only a slow building of confidence in
visiting crowded places across the UK, we are seeing half of the market remaining ‘stubbornly cautious’
about visiting anywhere. This compares with only around a third in the London market and contains a
much higher proportion who are more entrenched about not visiting
Being in close proximity to others remains the major visit barrier for the ‘stubbornly cautious’, although
there now appears to be less of a pre-occupation with the term ‘social distancing’. A more general fear of
‘crowded’ (especially indoor) places is perhaps the best current description of the main visit barrier
Anxiety around using indoor facilities such as interactives, indoor events and tours has hardened since
June. Anxiety around using toilets and cafes has eased as the economy opens up, although remains high.
Measures to limit ‘crowds’ and reassure on distancing are therefore still critical if we want to maintain and
further build market confidence

Key take-outs / 2 (Wave 5: 26 Aug – 2 Sep)
It should be recognised that there is some concern over the lack of spontaneity that pre-booking brings
and a ‘poorer’ experience with Covid measures in place, but this is far outweighed by the confidence
building benefits that these generate
In Scotland, public attitudes towards face coverings / masks at attractions is positive. Scotland has yet to
see the beginnings of push back on mask wearing that has been observed in the London market
Anxiety around using all forms of public transport to travel to attractions remains high in Scotland,
changing very little since June
The ongoing important role of ‘We’re Good to Go’ is clear. With a high proportion of the market remaining
cautious, there is strong evidence that the mark is having a major positive impact upon visit confidence
Above all, the reputation of the sector and its attractions among Scotland’s public is paramount if we are to
build confidence and future visits. Feedback on safety measures from visitors so far has been largely
excellent (73% rate measures at least 8 out of 10), which bodes well for vital word of mouth
recommendation

Contact
Steve Mills, Director
+44 (0) 7532 666884
+44 (0) 20 3287 9444

www.decisionhouse.co.uk
@decision_house

steve.mills@decisionhouse.co.uk
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Questionnaire: Wave 3 (9-12 June)

Questionnaire: Wave 5 (26 Aug – 2 Sep)

